1. Introduction
===============

A meningioma is a common primary tumor in the central nervous system (CNS). An ectopic primary meningioma, which accounts for 1% to 2% of all primary meningiomas, is typically seen in head and neck, the cranium, the orbit, the nose, the paranasal sinus, and the oropharynx,^\[[@R1],[@R2]\]^ and primary extracranial meningiomas are rare outside the head and neck region. Primary pulmonary meningiomais very rare and so far only ∼30 cases have been reported in the English literature since its first report by Kemnitz and Heinrich in 1982.^\[[@R3]--[@R5]\]^ A primary pulmonary meningioma typically presents as a solitary pulmonary nodule, which is usually benign, and has an excellent prognosis. We report a case of a primary pulmonary meningioma in a 44-year-old female who was successfully managed with thoracoscopic pulmonary wedge resection.

2. Case report
==============

Approval for the study by the local institutional review board was not required because it was a case report. A 44-year-old female patient was admitted on 7 April 2015 because of chest pain for more than 1 year. The pain was dull, nonradiating, and intermittent and was located in the lower sternum. No cough or hemoptysis was reported. The patient experienced no decreased body weight and fatigue and had no palpitations. The patient also denied a history of tuberculosis, diabetes mellitus, hypertension, or coronary heart disease. Physical examination showed even and unlabored respiration, and no cyanosis in the mouth or lip and no clubbing finger were noticed. There were no palpable enlarged lymph nodes. No deviation of the trachea was noticed. Laboratory findings are shown in Table [1](#T1){ref-type="table"}. Both lungs were clear on auscultation with no rales. Chest plain and contrast-enhanced computed tomography (CT) scan revealed a nodule in the right lower lobe, 1.8 cm in diameter, with calcifications, mild peripheral lobulation, and mild intensification after contrast enhancement (Fig. [1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}A and B). No apparent lymph node enlargement was noticed in the hilum and mediastinum. Brain MRI revealed no abnormality.

###### 

Patient demographic data and laboratory findings.
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![Plain (A) and contrast CT scan (B) of the lungs of a 44-year old female patient diagnosed with a primary pulmonary meningioma. CT = computed tomography.](medi-96-e6474-g002){#F1}

On 14 April 2015, the patient provided a written informed consent to and underwent thoracoscopic pulmonary wedge resection of the lower right lobe under general anesthesia. Intraoperative exploration showed no pleural adhesion or effusion. A peripheral mass, ∼2 × 1 cm in size, was found in the right lower lobe. It was well circumscribed with a distinct border. Intraoperative pathological examination of snap frozen sections revealed a tumor consisting of spindle-shaped cells, which exhibited a fascicular arrangement or concentric whorls. Conventional pathological examination disclosed an ectopic meningioma of the lower right lung, which was 2.5 × 1.5 × 1 cm in size. Microscopically, the tumor showed whorl formations, with cellular atypia and mitotic figures (\<3/10 high power fields) (Fig. [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). In addition, psammoma bodies were seen. The tumor extended into the encapsulation. Immunohistochemical findings were as follows: cytokeratin (CK, broad spectrum) (--); CK5/6 (--); CK7 (--);thyroid transcription factor-1 (--); vimentin (+); the epithelial membrane antigen (EMA) (+); P40 (--); P63 (+/--); CD117 (--); CD34, CD31, F8, and smooth muscle actin (vessel +); Bcl-2 (--); CD68 (--); CD163 (+); desmin (--);S-100 (+); P53 (+, 5%); Ki-67 (+, 10%); and calretinin (--). Because postoperative cranial and spinal CT scan did not show any intracranial or spinal mass, this case was diagnosed as a primary pulmonary meningioma. At 6 months of follow-up, the patient was well and showed no evidence of a cranial or a spinal meningioma. No recurrence of the tumor was reported at the time of writing up this case report.
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3. Discussion
=============

A primary pulmonary meningioma is extremely rare, but may mimic any other pulmonary tumor presenting as a solitary pulmonary nodule.^\[[@R6]\]^ Though a primary pulmonary meningioma may remain asymptomatic and be found incidentally,^\[[@R7],[@R8]\]^ atypical chest pain was present for more than 1 year in our case. Kim et al^\[[@R4]\]^ have also recently reported a case of a primary pulmonary meningioma in a 61-year-old female with a typical chest pain. A primary pulmonary meningioma is largely benign, grows slowly, and has an excellent prognosis. Satoh and Ishikawa^\[[@R9]\]^ followed up a primary pulmonary meningioma patient for 10 years and found no recurrence of the disease following surgical resection. However, a malignant primary pulmonary meningioma has been reported.^\[[@R10],[@R11]\]^ Incarbone et al^\[[@R12]\]^ reviewed 37 cases of primary pulmonary meningiomas reported in the literature. Among 25 histologically confirmed primary pulmonary meningioma patients with radiological data of the central nervous system and histological assessment, 23 (92%) cases had benign and 2 (8%) cases had a malignant primary pulmonary meningioma. Though our case appears to be benign, the tumor has some features usually associated with malignant cancer such as cellular atypia, prominent nuclei, occasional mitotic figures, and penetration through the encapsulation.

Like most reported cases of a primary pulmonary meningioma, the tumor in our patient was also largely well circumscribed. Such tumors are amenable to surgical resection and seldom recur postoperatively. Incarbone et al^\[[@R12]\]^ suggested that when feasible, pulmonary wedge resection by video-assisted thoracic surgery should be performed. Our patient underwent thoracoscopic pulmonary wedge resection of the right lower lobe and had no recurrence so far.

Although rare, a primary pulmonary meningioma should be considered in the differential diagnosis of pulmonary nodules. Macroscopically, a primary pulmonary meningioma typically manifests as round, well-defined pulmonary nodules. Immunohistochemistry demonstrated tumor cell positivity for vimentin and EMA, as is the characteristic of a meningioma. Microscopically, the tumor cells are arranged in sheets, whorls, or onion peel-like formations. Diagnosis of a primary pulmonary meningioma relies on the presence of the tumor in the lungs, exclusion by CT or MRI of a meningioma in the CNS, and pathological and immunohistochemical features consistent with a primary pulmonary meningioma. Therefore, diagnosis of the disease requires pathological, immunochemical, and radiological studies.

In conclusion, a primary pulmonary meningioma is a rare disease and typically benign as illustrated in the present case. It should be considered in the differential diagnosis workup of pulmonary nodules.

Abbreviations: CNS = central nervous system, CT = computed tomography, MRI = magnetic resonance imaging, VATS = video-assisted thoracic surgery.
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